CIDADE ANFÍBIA

Porto Alegre
THE PROJECT

Cidade Anfibia was an event jointly organized by Secretary of Institutional Relations, University Center IPA and Association of Companies of Humaitá and Navegantes neighborhoods. It was held the 17th of August 2017 in Porto Alegre, and the event aimed to debate the recurrent impacts that floods have on economic and social development of the 4th district of the city.

Furthermore, Cidade Anfibia as a permanent project has the goal to seek joint solutions for these issues, in an attempt to unite Government, society, private institutions and entrepreneurs in order to achieve collaborative pacts of resilience.
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On the microphone, Porto Alegre's Vice Mayor, Gustavo Paim
Topics such as the Resilient Cities project, the role of governance in flood risk management and the actions undertaken by the Somos Todos Porto Alegre Program and by the Sustainability and Citizenship Networks were also addressed.
Cidade Anfíbia is more than an event. It is a project that aims to create a culture of permanent discussion about the 4th District issues, involving not only the public power but also the community, universities, the public sector and other regional partners that can contribute in many ways to the efforts to develop the area sustainably.
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